
Jezebel Heavenly Vision Church Bible Study Series

TO HELL WITH

Lesson Two: Cause and Effect

The purpose of this lesson is to gain a greater understanding of the Jezebel spirit by looking at the elements that cause 
the spirit and the effects that are propagated in its expanse. This spirit ’s primary objective is to overthrow Godly leadership 
and the adherence thereof while leading God’s people into idolatry.  Those who are emotionally unbalanced, have little 
or no spiritual fortitude, and commonly take grievance with sound correction present themselves prime candidates to host 
this spirit. For those who are advancing in their walk with Christ and the furtherance of His Kingdom should not think it strange 
that the Jezebel spirit would wage an attack on them. In general is the enemies desire to reduce the kingdom of God to 
rubble, however, he will not hesitate to demolish your life in the process.
 
The Accompanying Spirits
As we go deeper in to the study of the Jezebel spirit, we must acknowledge the spirits that accompany it, both to assist 
and war against it. 

The Ahab spirit- (1Kings 16:30-34) this spirit empowers and take comfort in the Jezebel spirit while giving allegiance and 
obedience to it. 
The Elijah spirit- (1Kings 19:1-3) this spirit is willing to address the products of the Jezebel spirit, but not the spirit itself. 
The Obadiah spirit- (1Kings 18:13-15) this spirit protects and gives provision to those who are being oppressed by the spirit 
of Jezebel.
The Jehu spirit- (1Kings 16:30-34) this spirit is one who rises up to defeat the Jezebel spirit along with all that is connected to 
it.

The Causes 
As we ponder from a biblical perspective what would be the causes of Jezebel spirit, one cannot go far from the reality of 
those who empowered it and obeyed its commands. Using King Ahab as an example, lets survey the causes of such a 
spirit. 

Evil doing- Ahab practiced doing evil. The Jezebel spirit feels comfortable where evil is practiced.
The sins of Jeroboam- deception, the appointment of illegitimate leadership and idolatry.
Unholy alliances - not only did he married a woman of different faith and culture, but he also erected the banner of her 
god (Baal) above the banner of his God(Yahweh).
Refuting the warnings of God. 
Viewing godly leadership as troublesome. 

The Effects
In the time of Jezebel, one of the persons that was most negatively effected by the Jezebel spirit was the prophet Elijah. 
Let’s take a look at how he was troubled by the spirit.

Fear (1Kings 19:1-3) with the exclusion of love, fear is the strongest of all emotions. Once fear has griped you it will dictate 
the operation of all other facets in you life. 
Isolation (1 Kings 19:4) unlike solitude, isolation cuts you off from the world around and leaves you alone with your fears.  
Exhaustion (1Kings 19:5) dealing with the enemy can be emotionally, mentally, and physically exhausting. 
Depression (1Kings 19:4) The enemy will use depression to shift our mental paradigm from positive to negative, which will 
cause us to view every sphere of our life with a negative tent and will act as a gateway drug, leading to the following; 

Quitting or giving up.
Sexual impurity
Suicidal thoughts


